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From a study of exposed pebbles on various surfaces in extreme climates, 
the idea was born to provide a tougher, time resistant surface for pool 
interiors...this idea became River Rok®, an advanced, revolutionary interior 
pool finish.  

Blended with premium natural pebbles to resemble nature in all her 
splendor, River Rok®  retains its original finish even after years of exposure 
to nature’s elements.

The Splendor of
Nature’s Beauty Captured 

in Your Poolscape



*Sample colors are as accurate as modern printing can produce.  The color of your pool may vary due to 
water depth, landscaping, lighting conditions at job-site, mixing & installation methods.  For best results, 
match to a sample chip.

Residential & Commercial Renovations:  
River Rok® natural pebble pool finishes are the perfect choice 
for refinishing and revitalizing your poolscape. The finish colors 
replicate nature in all her splendor, giving your pool the natural 
water color of an ocean, lake, stream or grotto.  Waterfalls, 
boulders and other natural features are enhanced by the 
amazing effect River Rok® has on the color spectrum as sunlight 
grows and fades throughout the day.  

The specially formulated cement and proprietary ingredients 
used in River Rok® not only allows it to be applied in one day, 
saving on installation costs, but it results in it being virtually 
the most durable interior pool finish available today. Perfect for 
residential poolscapes, River Rok® is also formulated to comply 
with the demanding criteria of commercial projects with such 
features as ease of maintenance and time resistant durability.
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Factory Trained:   
SGM’s Factory Trained Applicators receive a combination of 
comprehensive classroom and hands-on training in the 
application and exposure of River Rok® natural pebble finish 
and our other premium pool finishes. Setting the industry 
standard for quality, River Rok’s® special installation process 
and pool finish materials are available through quality builders 
and applicators worldwide.

Warranty:
Having the best warranty program in the 
industry is a sign of our commitment to 
achieving the highest quality standards 
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Granite

Emerald Black

Blue Opal

Imperial White

Harbor Gray

Lucayan Blue

Sapphire BaySerene Seas

Aqua Reef

French Blue

Serene Seas

Tahoe Mist Tropical Blue

Cool Seas

Midnight Moon

Blue Granite

River Rok®  is a registered trademark of SGM, Inc. Use of this trademark without prior written consent is prohibited.

Lucayan Blue

Pool Builders Inc • Davie, FL

Monogram Custom Pools • Coopersburg, PA

Harbor Gray

in all our swimming pool, spa and fountain finishes.

A stunning alternative to traditional pool coatings, River Rok® 
natural pebble finish mimics the color of nature’s waters in a range 
of individual hues that will enhance your pool’s original character 

and transform it into a natural oasis.


